The unnatural history of tetralogy of Fallot: surgical repair is not as definitive as previously thought
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Surgical correction of tetralogy of Fallot has proven very successful in the short term, although from longer term follow up it is increasingly apparent that many patients are haemodynamically compromised and their condition has not been cured.

Tetralogy of Fallot (TOF) is a complex congenital cardiac abnormality representing approximately 10% of all cardiac malformations. It has a pathophysiology characterised by a ventricular septal defect (VSD) and right ventricular outflow tract obstruction (RVOTO) causing a right-to-left shunt with low pulmonary blood flow and cyanosis. The extent of the RVOTO is highly variable and may include hypoplasia and dysplasia of the pulmonary valve as well as obstruction at the subvalvar and pulmonary artery level. The RVOTO is progressive, as is the compensatory right ventricular hypertrophy that adds to the obstruction. Without specific surgical management up to 35% of children will die within the first year of life, 50% by the third year, and only few will survive into adulthood. With this dismal natural history, interventions to change the outcome are much needed.

In 1944, TOF was the first congenital heart lesion to be palliated and 10 years later also the first complex cardiac lesion to undergo successful open repair. Over the last decades, advances in paediatric cardiology, surgery, and intensive care have transformed the outlook for patients with TOF. Currently in the UK, surgical correction carries a 30 day mortality of less than 3% (Central Cardiac Audit Database, personal communication, 2000–2001) and many operative survivors are expected to reach adulthood. Unfortunately, at long term follow up it is becoming increasingly clear that many patients are haemodynamically compromised and what was originally thought to be a definitive repair is in fact not a cure.

The principles of surgical correction of TOF involve closure of the VSD and relief of the RVOTO. To create an unobstructed way out of the right ventricle, pulmonary valvotomy, the insertion of an outflow tract patch or a transannular patch are often required. Consequently, most patients acquire pulmonary regurgitation as a result of the repair. While this is apparently well tolerated in the early postoperative years, it is now well established that in the long term chronic pulmonary regurgitation is associated with reduced exercise capacity, right ventricular dilatation, ventricular arrhythmias, and sudden death. Although recently the benefits of late pulmonary valve replacement for improving ventricular function and stabilising cardiac rhythm have been demonstrated, the indications and timing for this procedure remain to be defined.

ACHIEVING PULMONARY COMPETENCE

For many years cardiac surgeons have recognised the importance of achieving lasting pulmonary competence at the time of TOF repair, but various attempts to achieve this have so far failed. Construction of a biological or synthetic monocusp valve in the reconstructed right ventricular outflow tract proved disappointing because of early structural valve deterioration with subsequent pulmonary regurgitation. Also, the insertion of a pulmonary or aortic homograft at the time of repair provides only a temporary solution because of calcification and lack of growth of the homograft, leading to recurrent RVOTO. Lately, biological valve conduits have been marketed with the promise of “no calcification”, but clinical trials are still at an early stage.

If normal pulmonary valve function cannot be achieved, then the second best option may be to try to minimise the extent of the pulmonary regurgitation by accepting the smallest possible annulus size that still gives adequate right ventricular unloading. This option is explored by Uebing and colleagues in this issue of Heart. In a study of patients with a median follow up time of 4.8 years after TOF repair they confirmed the well known facts that more extensive pulmonary regurgitation is associated with a larger postoperative pulmonary annulus and right ventricular size. More interestingly, no correlation was found between the right ventricle/left ventricle systolic pressure index and pulmonary annulus diameter indexed for body surface area. Even for patients with a pulmonary annulus index close to the fourth lower standard deviation, the right ventricular pressure load was not significantly elevated. This suggests that in many patients the annulus was larger than strictly necessary for adequate right ventricular unloading. The authors recommended that at the time of surgical repair the pulmonary annulus should be enlarged to only the second lower standard deviation of normal.

A problem with the study by Uebing and colleagues is that a model of pulmonary incompetence and right ventricular dilation is used to define the minimum adequate pulmonary diameter for surgical correction. At the time of the study...
operation, however, the conditions are those of right ventricular hypertrophy and outflow tract obstruction. So, can the recommendation by Uebing and colleagues still be applied in this situation? This question is difficult to answer, in particular because of the wide variation in the muscle hypertrophy and RVOTO in TOF. At the pulmonary stenosis end of the spectrum there is often moderate annulus hypoplasia with obstruction at the level of the valve only. In these circumstances it is to be expected that valvotomy with conservative annular extension will provide adequate right ventricular unloading with little pulmonary regurgitation. In contrast, patients with pulmonary atresia type TOF often have a long segment infundibular stenosis with a small, dysplastic pulmonary valve. In these cases extensive infundibular resection and transannular patching may be required. The extent to which the RVOTO has to be relieved may be difficult to judge in the paralysed heart at the time of the operation, and residual obstruction may only manifest itself when the heart has regained its tone. To complicate matters further, this obstruction often has a dynamic component to it,1 which diminishes over time but is made worse by the use of inotropes. Residual RVOT is poorly tolerated in the immediate postoperative period and may necessitate revision of the repair during the same operation or early redo surgery. On the other hand, the hypertrophied right ventricle copes well with pulmonary regurgitation. Therefore if in doubt many surgeons will err on making the right ventricular outflow tract just a little bigger.

OPTIMAL TIMING AND APPROACH

The optimal timing and surgical approach for correction of TOF remain controversial. With increasing experience in the repair of many complex cardiac abnormalities in neonates and infants, there has been a move towards earlier primary correction of TOF. Arguments in support of this strategy include removal of the stimulus for right ventricular hypertrophy and fibrosis, alleviation of systemic cyanosis and, in symptomatic infants, avoidance of initial palliation with an arteriopulmonary shunt. Recent series of patients operated on in the first few months of life have shown excellent early and five year survival.1,2 A serious concern, however, was an increase in the use of transannular patches and right ventricle to pulmonary artery conduits; in one study 42% of patients required reoperation within five years for recurrent RVOTO or severe pulmonary incompetence.3 Careful long term follow up is required with emphasis on arrhythmias and right ventricular function to define the indications and benefits of early repair. In conclusion, the outcome after surgical repair of TOF is far superior to the natural history of the disease, but the timing of surgery and operative techniques remain controversial. At present many patients with “repaired” TOF are left with haemodynamic defects that are poorly tolerated long term and may require further intervention. Therefore life long follow up at a congenital heart centre is mandatory.
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